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Thesis: Presents work on the development of methods to enable ef-
ficient information visualization of multivariate and time-varying data 
sets by conceying information in a clear and interpretable way, and in a 
reasonable time.

The work presented is primarily based on a popular multivariate visu-
alization technique called parallell coordinates but also a three-dimen-
sional, multi relational version of that technique. He is also looking into 
high precision maps and transfer functions presented as a means when 
using the same visualization technique, as a way to reveal structure in 
large data.

Another focus he had was the vizualisation of time-varying, multi.vari-
ate data. He has been studying both in the specific application area of 
system identification using volumetric representations , as well as in the 
introduction of temporal parallel coordinates.

Maria: I don’t  think that the visualizations are always very clear and 
intuitive. But they can be good to look at for inspiration.

Common techniques for visualization of multivariate data 
(words to google):

Dimensionality reduction: reduce the number of variables in the data 
set. For example with self-organizing maps, HTF01,HS01,Koh97 etc.

Seems to be when you use a algorithm to put data in order so it’s 
easier to represent it. The ultimate algorithm is probabaly the one that 
learns(as close to AI as possible)

Scatter Plot Matrix: A number of individual scatter plots. Constructing a 
matrix of N(N-1)/2 scatter plots allows the representation of all pairwise 
realtionships in the data, where N is the number of variables.

Iconic displays: Maping data values to different geometric properties 
such as size, length or volume.Variations in data -> variations in the 
icons. Colour, transparency and texture are also used to convey addi-
tional features in the data.

Pixel-Oriented Techniques: Map datavalaues to coloured pixels. For 
a deta set having N varaibles the screen is partitioned into N sub win-
dows, one for each variable. Inside each window the data vakues are 
arranged according to some sorting technique.

Table Lens: Visualization of multivariate data in tables. Each column 
can be viewed as a histogram and enables sevearl user interactions 
such as sorting and searching. it uses a focus + context approach to 
distort the view so enables one or more focus regions.

Parallel Coordinates: Makes it possible to analyse multivariate data 
in a two dimensional display. The variables of a data set are mapped to 
parallel axes and a multivariate data item is displayed as a polyline that 
intersects the axes at the values of the variables



Example of a scatter plot. In this cas 
two clusters of items that can be sepa-
rated in both variables.

(Each cluster is usually a small scale 
representation of  the total amount of 
data)

Two cluster

A negative linear relationship

Positive linear relationship

Scatterplots and Parallel coordinates

A singel data item displayed in parallel coordinates. 
Each axis can have their own scale, and stands for 
one variable. The two-dimensional points in Cartesian 

coordinates map to lines in parallel  coordinates.



A way to reduce visual clutter is to use blending and rendering of 
semi-transparent lines that also creates a parallel coordinates den-
sity representation.

Another way to reduce visual clutter is to have simple 
sliders at the axis. Here for example they have changed 
the value at the cylinders axis so that it only includes 
cars with 8 cylinders. Compare with the graph above.

Example of clutter with 
standard lines and paral-
lel coordinates.

Data set with five variables, and 8 items. Shows also 
the negative relationship between variables D and 
E and that the two items highlighted in brown share 
similar valules since their shapes are so much alike.



If you have the possibility to move the axises you can more easily 
look at the relationship between different 
variables. (Each axis is a variable)



A negativ linear relationship subject to different amounts of 
noise( distortion of patterns).

The study showed that the noise threshold for standard 
parallel coordinates was 13% when using gaussian noise.

 City 1, t4 (year 4)

 City 1, t1(year 1)

A parallel coordinates representation of a 
single city sampled over four years

Parallel coordinates representa-
tion of four cities



One way of mapping time steps is with help of different depths. 
In this case the recent changes ar represented by “fresh” bright 
colours and older changes by “washed out” greyer colours.



1.) line rendering

2.) Polygon rendering:Captures larger changes better then 

1

2

A TF is used yo reveal where most overlaps occur at 
a.) and at b.) it is helping to emphasis regions with 
few overlaps.

a.) b.)



You can put more emphasize at certains regions 
with help of an algoritm. 

In this case they have emphasized the 
lower density regions

Only dense regions showing

Difficult to read data
(to many lines with 
to much intensity)

Difficult to read data 
that is not givning a 
intense “footprint”

Easier to read 
data, when 
making som 
data more 
intense.



Difficult to read data
(to many lines with 
to much intensity)

Polygons renderings, (c) and (f) Opacity used to convey 
the number of overlapping changes.

Highly transparent= few overlaps( few dots)
Opaque= many overlaps(many dots)

A twisted polygon is used to convey 
a simultanenous negative and posi-
tive change in two adjacent  axes.

How to read the 
relationship 
between the 
different diagrams 

Overlaps between
the high values and
the low 

Values in between 
t(1) and t(2) sym-
bolised with a 
colourfill.

No colours 
- no values 
in between A way to get a more historical view 

over different values. Different col-
ours are symbolising a certain value, 
or value ranges for example



Parallel coordinates / Circular axis arrangements 

Multi-relational parallel coordinates represenatation of a cars 
data set, with weight as the focus variable. You can rotate it to 
see the representation from a arbitrary angel and change the 

focus axis, by double clicking at the axis that you want to be in 
the middle.



Task-based analysis

A number of participants(experienced?) used either standard parallell- or multi-relational 
parallel coordinates to solve two dffferent tasks know to be well supported by standard par-
allel coordinates.

The result was that there was no significant difference in time between standard parallel 
coordinates with manual arrangement of axes and mult-relational coordinates to solve a 
simple task. 

But the multi-relational took only 2/3 of the time as the standard parallel coordinates when it 
was a more complex task where you have to judge qualitative aspects of a pattern.

Using standard parallel coordinates with automatic axis permutation was though fastest in 
both tasks. 

Parallel coordinates / Circular axis arrangements 

multi-relational



System that uses an interactive three dimensional representa-
tion of pairwise relationships of e(t) , u(t), and y(t) together with 
several two-dimensional representations giving the user a flex-
ible working environment.

Two regions with large residuals

One region with large residuals

y(t) = Output of 
the system

u(t) = Input ( can 
be either scalar 
or vector values)

Residual e(t) = The difference 
between the system output and 
the model output.

Model output

If e(t) it is found to be dependent only on the 
noise and not on the input, the system iden-
tification process is complete since there is 
nothing more to model.



Four types of evaluation techniques of visualization tools :

1.) Controlled experiments comparing design elements; can for example compare colour schemes, slider designs 
or visual representations.

2.) Usability evaluation of a tool; focuses on the visualization tool as a whole, examines how users work with it  
and reportsproblems.

3.) Controlled experiments comparing two or moore tools; They do often compare a novel visualization tool with 
what is the state -of-the-art in the area.

4.) Case studies of tools in realistic settings ; studying how users work with tools when performing real tasks in 
their natural environment.

A way to show directions in 
changes



Taken from: http://vita.itn.liu.se/pub/jsp/polopoly.jsp?d=13602&l=en

GeoAnalytics Visualization 
(GAV) is a component toolkit 
for dynamically exploring 
time-varying, geographically 
referenced and multivariate 
attributes simultaneously 
AND to enable the capture of 
the interactive visual process 
into information packages 
that allow the analysts to 
communicate their discovery 
and decision recommenda-
tions.

Table lens?


